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Abstract. An updated faunal list of La Gloria 4 (Ruscinian, Spain) and a description of 
the materia] referred to H. cf. elegans are presented. Comparisons with hipparions from 
Spain (Concud, El Arquillo, Venta del Moro, Layna), Greece (Dytiko), and Kazakhstan 
(Pavlodar, Kalmakpai) are provided. Possible parallelisms and problems of palaeoeco
logical interpretations of anatomical characters of hipparions are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fossil locality of La Gloria 4, discovered by R. A d r o v e r  in 1982, is located 4 km east of 
Teruel at the end of a track providing access to the La Gloria estate. Along the same track are also 
located the fossil localities of La Gloria 6, La Gloria 3, and La Gloria 2. The localities of La Gloria
1 and La Gloria 5 are inside the property. The localities were numbered according to the sequence 
of discovery.

La Gloria 4 consists of grey beds of carbonated silts with dark intercalations, exposed on the 
side of a bank which is about 50 m long and reaches 1.5 m in height in its middle part.

The location of the site is given by MEIN et al. (1992, p. 123), together with a faunal list. The 
latter was slightly modified after review of the carnivores by A lc a la  et al. (1992a, p. 62), the 
bovids by A lc a l a  et al. (1992b, p. 70), and the cervids by A za n za  & M en e n d e z  ( 1992, p. 77). 
A palaeontological study of P rom im om ys  has already been carried out (Fejfa r  et al. 1990), and 
the rodent fauna as a whole was studied by A d r o v er  et al. (1995a). The present faunal list is: 
Insectivora: E rinaceus  sp.; G alerix depereti CROCHET, 1986; D ibolia brailloni RÜMKE, 1985;

D esm anella  sp. ; Talpa m inor  FREUDENBERG, 1914; E pisoriculus g ibberodon  (PETENYI, 
1864); B larinella  europea  R e u m e r , 1984; P aenelim noecus pannon icus  (KORMOS, 
1934); ? M yosorex  sp.




















